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PREFACE
The first NASTA meeting takes place online on April 29 2021. Slightly ironically, in
a time where travel is regularly restricted, the online world has offered us a sense
of freedom which has allowed this conference to be organised with a much wider,
international reach than we would have had if the world had not closed down.
With speakers, presenters, and attendees from over 21 countries, it’s safe to say
that storytelling brings people together.
NASTA began, as many things, as a simple idea. We had seen at the EAA Virtual
Meeting in the summer of 2020 that there seemed to be a great interest in
narrative and storytelling, but there wasn’t a dedicated space (anymore) to
explore. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to host an entire conference dedicated to
narrative and storytelling?
After much deliberation and pitching ideas to various people, we decided to
go for it: preparation for NASTA officially began early November 2020 and we
launched in January 2021! As soon as the project went public, we received an
overwhelming outpouring of enthusiasm and offers to help. We have thanked
everyone many times over, but it should be repeated: thank you!
The conference is set up as follows: we have three invited speakers in Tera Pruitt,
Daniël van Helden, and Aris Politopoulos, and one Keynote in Gavin Lucas. These
lectures take place around the parallel sessions. The parallel sessions are split into
four themes: the stories we feel, the stories we share, the stories we think, and
the stories we play, which the papers we selected for the conference fit into quite
naturally.
We hope sincerely that you enjoy the conference. With kind regards,
The NASTA Organising Committee

Iris Korver,
Morgan Schelvis,
Sam Miske,
Dr. Aris Politopoulos,
Dr. James Symonds
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PROGRAMME
9:30-10:00: ‘Doors’ open!
10:00-10:15: Opening talk - Iris Korver
10:15-11:00: Lecture - Dr. Tera Pruitt “Examining Archaeological Stories:
Understanding the Science and Impact of Storytelling”
11:00-11:15: Coffee break
11:15-12:15: Parallel Sessions #1
12:15-13:00: Lecture - Dr. Daniël van Helden “Tale as Old as Time: the logic
and necessity of open, honest storytelling in archaeology”
13:00-14:00: Lunch break
14:00-15:00: Parallel sessions #2
15:00-15:45: Lecture - Dr. Aris Politopoulos “Remember the time when
you rolled a six? Playful experiences and fun stories from the past in the
present”
15:45-16:15: Coffee break
16:15-17:30: KEYNOTE - Dr. Gavin Lucas “Narrative in archaeology: some
reflections”
17:30-18:00: Closing talk
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PARALLEL SESSIONS SCHEDULE
Parallel sessions #1
The stories we feel

The stories we share

11:15 – 11:30 Dr. Meghan Dennis “Turning
Numbers into Narrative: The Digital Data
Stories Project”

11:15 – 11:30 Raven Todd DaSilva “Sing in
Me, Muse, and Through Me Tell the Story:
Using Narrative and Storytelling to Convey
Archaeology through YouTube and Social
Media”

11:30 – 11:45 Sara Mura “Ethical
considerations in narratives of death: the
case of the tophet”
11:45 – 12:00 Rowan Tibbs “How
can mythology inform present day
archaeologists? Should mythology be
rewritten with contemporary evidence?”
12:00 – 12:15 Discussion

11:30 – 11:45 Aenna Linzbauer “Multimedia
applications to explore new narratives in
archaeology exhibitions”
11:45 – 12:00 Trevor Wallace & Dr. Gino
Caspari “The Time Paradox in Cultural
Heritage Storytelling”
12:00 – 12:15 Discussion

Parallel sessions #2
The stories we think

The stories we play

14:00 – 14:15 Dr. Verena Vidrih Perko &
Dr. Kaja Stemberger Flegar “Storytelling as
a form of archaeological interpretation”

14:00 – 14:15 Emma Case “The
Archaeological Roots in Science Fiction: A
Mass Effect case study”

14:15 – 14:30 Hollis Miller “Writing Sugpiaq
Survivance: Strategies in Indigenous
Archaeology”

14:15 – 14:30 Jeevan Panesar “In Defence of
Tomb Raider-ers”

14:30 – 14:45 Marc Morris “Verism and
Neorealism as Literary Models for
Narrative and Storytelling in Archaeology”

14:30 – 14: 45 Judith Hendriksma
“Persephone Online: Recent Receptions
of the Persephone Myth and the Modern
Perception of Archaeology and Classics”

14:45 – 15:00 Discussion

14:45 – 15:00 Discussion
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INVITED SPEAKER ABSTRACTS
DR. TERA PRUITT
Examining Archaeological Stories: Understanding the Science and
Impact of Storytelling
This paper combines archaeological interpretation and research into the
fundamental structure of storytelling, presenting key scientific research
from the fields of neuroscience, psychology, and literary criticism, as well
as archaeology, to help us understand why stories are so effective. By
understanding the impact of stories on the human brain, we can better
organise our own stories to be far more powerful and memorable. We will
examine what kind of underlying story structure archaeologists and museum
professionals can use to make our communication better and have more
impact on both academic and public audiences.

DR. DANIËL VAN HELDEN
Tale as Old as Time: The logic and necessity of open, honest
storytelling in archaeology
Storytelling is treated with some suspicion in academic archaeological
publishing. Some fear it dilutes the ‘pure’ scholarly pursuit of archaeology,
making it difficult to judge competing claims. Others claim that storytelling
can have an important role in communicating the results of archaeological
research to non-specialist audiences. I would go further still. I would argue
that stories are indispensable, even in academic archaeology, and have
always been. Anything we communicate in archaeology beyond bare factual
statements of grid locations or chemical make-up of materials is a story. All
our interpretations about the humans we seek to study are suffused with
stories.
This is because the story is the tool humans use to make sense of reality.
Reality is too big, too complex, for finite humans to comprehend in its
totality. So we weave elements of reality into stories we tell to make sense of
sense of it and communicate this sense to others. When we ignore this
6

fundamental role that stories play in human understanding we risk
serious misrepresentation of what actually goes on when we interpret
archaeological material. Conversely, when we acknowledge the role that
stories play, we can examine ways in which we make sense of the reality
of the past and the ways in which our interpretations are always political.
Furthermore, it can show us how we can simultaneously demystify
archaeological expert knowledge and counteract harmful fringe narratives
or fake news.

DR. ARIS POLITOPOULOS
Remember that time when you rolled a six? Playful experiences and
fun stories from the past in the present.
Do you remember that time when you rolled a six? It was that six that
you really needed to turn the game around, find victory in the midst of
defeat. Telling stories about our times of play is a common social practice
between people. We have all played, at one point or another, and we all
have memories and stories associated with these playful experiences. Play,
as argued by historian Johan Huizinga, is essential to human civilization. At
the same time, as has been argued by some philosophers (and less so by
archaeologists), humans are a storytelling animal, and human experience
and history unfolds in and through narratives. In this presentation, I will
argue that stories and play are intrinsically connected. That stories emerge
through play, and that the study of these times of play and their associated
narratives creates a rich locus for examining the human past.
To do this I will explore two types of playful pasts: i) the stories that arise
through historical video games; and ii) the stories of play through ancient
board games. For the first part, I will discuss narratives experienced in
video games, through our work with the VALUE Foundation, focusing on the
autoethnographic research I conducted together with dr. Angus Mol on Sid
Meier’s Civilization 6. For the second part I will present the Past-at-Play Lab,
an experimental space at Leiden University where we study ancient board
games through participatory playful research. Through these, I will explore
how contemporary play allows us to create stories of the past, as well as our
own stories about the past.
7

KEYNOTE ABSTRACT
DR. GAVIN LUCAS:
Narrative in archaeology: some reflections
In this talk, I will offer some general reflections on the nature of narrative
and storytelling in archaeology. In particular, I will ask two questions:
first, what kind of narratives do archaeologists produce and second, what
function do they serve? With the first question, my interest will focus on
the variability of archaeological narratives in relation to more general
aspects of narrative theory and narratology. With the second question, my
emphasis will be on how the use of narrative relates to the broader goals of
archaeology and the nature of archaeological data. My concern with both
these questions is to try and map diversity rather than offer an over-arching
framework. Ultimately, I hope these reflections will simply stimulate further
discussion on a topic of great importance to our discipline.

NASTA

NARRATIVE &
STORYTELLING
in ARCHAEOLOGY

Is generously funded by:
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PRESENTER ABSTRACTS
Parallel sessions #1: The stories we feel
DR. MEGHAN DENNIS
Turning Numbers into Narrative: The Digital Data Stories Project
The Alexandria Archive Institute’s Digital Data Stories Project is a threeyear endeavour promoting an increased focus in archaeological education
on digital data literacy. Through the use of open datasets, the project is
creating a series of exercises teaching the principles of digital data literacy
alongside methods in archaeological analysis. These combined code and
theory practicals illustrate the confluence of science and humanities-based
investigations in collected data on the past.
In this presentation, researchers from AAI present a proof-of-concept,
demonstrating how a single dataset can be used to create data-rich
narratives of engagement through multiple theoretical lenses. A hegemonic
archaeological narrative is presented alongside narratives illustrating
key principles of feminist archaeologies, queer archaeologies, and metaarchaeologies. The entire process is detailed, from how to obtain a dataset
on Open Context, to how to apply data literacy skills to reading that dataset,
to how to use annotated data to create evocative, engaging narratives that
illustrate archaeological findings for different audiences.
This approach promotes multiple levels of engagement with archaeological
datasets, linking data-driven narratives with the key analytical and
interpretive steps used to ethically analyze, visualize, and present research
data.

SARA MURA
Ethical considerations in narratives of death: The case of the tophet
Ethics have become a hot topic in the field of mortuary archaeology. Yet,
9

while a lot has been said about the excavation, processing, and display of
human remains, the ethical implications of the narratives of published
studies for the deceased and its culture have been neglected. A notorious
figure of speech such as ‘Death Sells’ could not be more precise in describing
this scenario, although the narrator will be decisive in the impact of the tale
to be. Appealing headlines, well-structured narrative, and the presentation
of solid data represent the formula for success. Moreover, if the evidence
sustains the hypothesis of a contemptible death, then the story will have
the potential to become a best-seller among both academics and the less
informed public.
An important example, for such inventive literature, is the PhoenicianPunic tophet. The plot, which sees infant sacrifices to the deity Moloch,
has become the central act of a story spread over thousands of years as
factual truth. When in 1921 the first tophet was discovered at Carthage, the
narrative shifted from popular culture to the academic field, triggering a
debate that is still ongoing. From time to time, media pick up those aspects
of archaeological studies which tend to create sensational headlines. The
presented paper uses this case study to spark discussion on the possible
cultural impact of narratives of death on both ancient society and (possible)

ROWAN TIBBS
How can mythology inform present day archaeologists? Should
mythology be rewritten with contemporary evidence?
Mythology supports identity creation, whilst archaeology positions itself as
a ‘discoverer of the past’ that educates contemporary audiences (academic
and non-academic) about history within a given locational context, thus
enhancing a given identity connected to a place through material evidence.
My paper critiques the influence of mythology on modern archaeology,
with further examination of how archaeological evidence could ‘rewrite’
mythology. Three case studies will show how mythology impacts the
vernacular, local knowledge and ‘imagined’ histories of archaeological sites.
Stonehenge and Merlin, Queen Boudica and a London Bronze Age barrow,
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and Polynesian ancestral worship sites demonstrate how local mythology
and knowledge impact narratives before excavation. I will link how reality
within myths can inform archaeologists in the research stage of a project,
and subsequently how the value of local mythology can sit alongside
accepted methods of preliminary site research (such as GPS tracking and
radar).
A secondary line of argumentation examines how archaeology can
transform a myth’s storyline and meaning. Therefore, how archaeologists
weave in and present their findings is crucial in the continual symbiosis
between the discipline and the public. Mythology engages people with sites
via opportunities to identify with the past. If archaeologists can harness
mythology’s ‘power’ by embellishing the reality with material evidence,
then narratives can engage academic and non-academic audiences. The
consideration of whether archaeology has the authority to rewrite myths
may raise further questions, but without local knowledge and stories future
research and excavation can be hindered, whilst a myth’s power may
weaken over time without material evidence.

Parallel sessions #1: The stories we share
Raven Todd DaSilva
Sing in Me, Muse, and Through Me Tell the Story: Using Narrative and
Storytelling to Convey Archaeology through YouTube and Social Media
YouTube is the second largest website and second largest search engine
in the world, with over 1 billion hours of content watched by 2 billion users
every day. Given this information, the creation of archaeological video
and social media content is vital if our discipline is to remain relevant
and accessible. Social media content further democratizes archaeological
education and puts a face and name to the subject. This in turn facilitates
the creation of a community and opens communication with the public.
The use of storytelling and narrative is vital when embracing social media
platforms in order to attract and maintain engagement with the larger
11

public and non-specialist audiences. Narrative has been the driver for all
historical dialogue, and translating archaeological research and development
into a captivating story on online platforms is essential in order to remain
relevant and inspire archaeologists of the future.
Dig it With Raven is an online initiative founded with this ideal in mind.
Educational and captivating archaeological videos and informational posts
are created and delivered on YouTube and social media in order to make
the field accessible and approachable to all potentially interested audiences.
Storytelling is at the heart of this scientific communication. Narrative can be
used, as a tool to democratise and present real world archaeology to the
public that is captivating and shareable. Therefore, exponentially increasing
the reach of archaeological developments to audiences not yet engaged
in the discourse. The channel has also been proven to be a cutting-edge

Aenna L. Linzbauer
Multimedia applications to explore new narratives in archaeology
exhibitions
Archaeology is not a widely marketed topic in Austria and most people
probably expect archaeology exhibitions to be rather old-fashioned and
full of dusty old artefacts. But new multimedia, interactive, and evocative
technologies support museums in allowing audiences to temporarily
immerse themselves in the stories of the collections on display.
So for my master thesis about „multimedia staging of archaeology“ at
the University of Vienna, I wanted to know: What is the current state of
multimedia in archaeological and cultural-historical museums in Austria?
In twenty exhibitions I tried to distinguish true multimedia applications and
their integration in the overall design, feel and production. Some museums
included more „classical“ audiovisual elements – such as audio stations,
videos on a loop shown on screens or as projections – but others used
more interactive multisensoric media: large-scale educational touchscreens,
playful applications as interactive guides or with AR-reconstructions, a
physical 3D-landscape with projected-on sites, or interactive 3D-models to
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explore details and contexts of artefacts.
But what happens to artefacts between discovery and exhibition? To tell
that story, I made the documentary „ArchaeoBits: Hallstatt – From Salt to
Showcase“ about the archaeological excavations in the prehistoric salt mine
of Hallstatt, Upper Austria as part of my master thesis (www.archaeobits.at).
The ArchaeoBits project is currently being further developed on Instagram
(@_archaeobits_) to create an ongoing interactive story of my research,
documentary bits and fragments of multimedia, museums and archaeology.

Trevor Wallace & Dr. Gino Caspari
The Time Paradox in Cultural Heritage Storytelling
Film production favors predictability, control, and production timelines in
order to successfully complete a project. Depending on the subject and
mode of storytelling, documentary film reflects the unpredictable unfolding
of events in real time. While it is common for documentary projects to
extend over long periods of time, the compounding effect of the pace of
archaeological research creates unique challenges for the cultural heritage
storyteller.
The most common method in archaeological storytelling is where
production crews are alerted to interesting finds that have been made,
missing the lead up process and moment of discovery.The second approach,
typical of television in the United States, is of film crews on a limited shoot
schedule requiring storylines and outcomes to be constructed to build a
narrative.
This paper examines different methods of capturing archaeological field
research and how the constraints of television and media industry affect
the narrative of what is available to a broad audience. This investigation
will extend to different approaches in researchers being involved in the
production itself in comparison with other case studies of media companies
or networks working independently. Discussion will also revolve around the
problem of funding, finds, and resulting media attention.
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Parallel sessions #2: The stories we think
Ddr. Verena Vidrih-Perko & Dr Kaja Stemberger Flegar
Storytelling as a form of archaeological interpretation
Knowing the target audience is integral to the modern interpretation
of heritage. But modern society, one can argue, is desperately starved
of identity due to the loosening of traditional social bonds. The rapid
development of technology and the equally fast shifts in postmodern
society have resulted in an immense need for knowledge (Fr. savoir).
However, the need is not so much for the positivist knowledge that
predominates educational institutions, but rather for hermeneutic
knowledge, or in the terms of Ivan Illich, convivial knowledge.
Convivial knowledge results from the lifetimes of experience of countless
generations, it is embedded in cultural heritage and encoded into
mythological narratives. It enables critical insight and reflection, and as such
facilitates decision making in issues that concern broader environmental
and human values. In light of this, the interpretation of archaeological
heritage could and should incorporate classical mythology. However, as
part of the basic science of archaeology, the scientific interpretation of
archaeological heritage, especially material culture, is hermeneutically
limited. The scientific interpretation is by its nature not concerned with the
characteristics and needs of modern society, and more often than not does
not venture into the social and political commentary typical of hermeneutic
approaches.
This paper discusses several Slovenian examples of incorporating both
ancient mythology and modern folklore into the interpretation of
archaeological heritage. Inspired by popular forms of storytelling, these
interpretational approaches relate the archaeological heritage and values of
Classical Antiquity to the broader public in a witty way, while also fostering
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Hollis K. Miller
Writing Sugpiaq Survivance: Storytelling Strategies in Indigenous
Archaeology
While archaeological writing has become more dynamic and multi-vocal,
few scholarly archaeological journal articles speak directly to human
stories and experiences. In contrast, Indigenous methodologies foreground
storytelling as a powerful tool for knowing, teaching and learning about
the past (and creating the future). As a settler scholar and archaeologist
who collaborates with Indigenous communities, I have learned the value of
integrating Indigenous methods into archaeological research paradigms and
archaeological writing. Storytelling is one way to do this, as it is a powerful
tool for communicating data in an accessible way and for populating
the past with communities and individuals, rather than anthropological
abstractions.
The aim of my collaborative research with the Sugpiaq community of Old
Harbor, Alaska is to uncover stories of Sugpiaq survivance and persistence
in the face of Russian colonialism in Alaska (1761-1867). In this paper, I use
narrative storytelling to give life to archaeological models of daily life at
Ing’yug, an 18 th century Sugpiaq village in the southern Kodiak Archipelago.
These story-models are used to draw out new hypotheses for archaeological
research. In conjunction with story-models, I am experimenting with
personal research narrative and archaeo-fiction (written by Sugpiaq authors)
to contribute additional perspectives, stay grounded in place, and build
stronger connections to community members and community knowledge.

Marc D. Morris
Verism and Neorealism as Literary Models for Narrative and
Storytelling in Archaeology
When we think of the word “story,” in our collective subconscious most of us
might think of the archetypal “hero’s journey” and the literary plot diagram
that we learned in our grade school literature courses. We might expect fully
fleshed-out plots with a network of complex characters, plot devices
15

and vivid worldbuilding; things that may be difficult to achieve merely from
archaeological interpretation and a healthy dose of academic conjecture.
In this paper I present how the 19th-century Italian literary movement verism
(verismo) and its 20th-century film derivative Neorealism (neorealismo) may
be more suitable models for archaeological storytelling. The stories of these
two movements center themselves primarily on the conditions of everyday
life and the struggles of the poor and oppressed, aspects of the human
past that are often overlooked or sanitized by traditional archaeological and
historical narratives. Its protagonists are plucked from the common folk and
the narrative constitutes merely a brief look into their mundane struggle for
life. When built up from the immediacy of artifacts, archaeological narratives
adhering to this style can help bring to light and better communicate the
activities performed and values held by people in the past on a daily basis.
By comparing archaeological works that successfully employ similar narrative
techniques to selected works of Verism and Neorealism, I demonstrate how
archaeological storytelling in this style can be authentic and compelling for
both public and professional audiences.

Parallel sessions #2: The stories we play
Emma Case
The Archaeological Roots in Science Fiction; A Mass Effect case study
The Mass Effect video game series has been trending in popular media due
to the upcoming remaster releasing in May 2021. The franchise is known for
having creatively contributed to sci-fi beyond the medium of video games,
but also for its pseudoarchaeology.
With the series set between 2183 - 2186 CE, Mass Effect presents a narrative
in which humans exist alongside other alien civilisations and technology
allows for galactic lightspeed space travel. How did we reach this futuristic
realm? Throughout the narrative, we learn that archaeology was essential in
this fictional future. Technological advancement is achieved only through
research from archaeological excavations of a pre-existing race called the
16

Protheans. The future and past are intertwined. Archaeological philosophy is
literally just that - observing the use/s of technology from faded civilisations
in hopes of greater understanding. However, archaeological research is more
important within this narrative because of the pressing threat of insentient
beings, called “Reapers”, striving to end civilisation/s across the galaxy. The
player is forced to gather useful research data from Prothean artefacts/sites
using ancient technologies as modern weapons/defences against them.
Whether you agree that pseudo-archaeological narratives within the media
are useful to academia, it’s clear that outsiders are interested in archaeology
- even via the sci-fi genre. Most of the inspiration from the game’s codex
comes from real historical/archaeological research. As archaeologists, if we
stir such an interest in a seemingly unrelated genre, academics should focus
on improving that passion from interested “outsiders”. Our discipline is one
that thrives from curiosity. Let us cultivate that curiosity, rather than ignore it.

Jeevan Panesar
In Defence of Tomb Raider-ers
“The committee concurred that Dr. Jones does seem to possess a nearly
superhuman breadth of linguistic knowledge and an uncanny familiarity with
the history and material culture of the occult. However, his understanding
and practice of archaeology gave the committee the greatest cause for
alarm.” - Andy Bryan
As can be understood from McSweeney’s tongue-in-cheek work of satire
above, criticism of Pop Culture “archaeologists” is hardly a phenomenon
unique to the more academically inclined. In fact, criticisms of culture are far
from uniquely cinematic. Books, video games, and films all operate under a
healthy dose of suspension of disbelief. In that vein, attempts to rationalize
the content of these works of art are simplistic by nature, nearly defeating
the very point of art itself, and will inherently be divided.
Why then is it, that in this era of information of a watered-down and
algorithmically-directed variety, such divisive actions seem to be so tempting
17

for the standard discourse? This modest presentation will hope to serve as
a celebration of Archaeology’s unique ability to tell engrossing stories, often
captivating the imaginations of stakeholders in both the Public and Private
sectors.
In fact, if one is willing to forgive some usual artistic fair, these instances may
teach us more than we realize. Focusing heavily on recent developments in
both the Critical Heritage and Archaeogaming fields, this brief foray into
“Archaeology as Play” hopes to serve more as a reminder of potential good,
rather than a disappointment of opportunities lost.

Judith Hendriksma
Persephone Online: Recent Receptions of the Persephone Myth and the
Modern Perception of Archaeology and Classics
In recent years, adaptations of the Persephone myth have increasingly
appeared in mainstream media. These new adaptations often follow a more
women-friendly and romantic interpretation of the mythological narrative,
in which Persephone’s descent into the underworld is not altogether
involuntary and her role as chthonic queen is highlighted. Examples are the
Broadway musical Hadestown, the video game Hades by Supergiant Games,
and webcomic Lore Olympus. This newfound popularity of the myth has
resulted in people engaging more with its source material, both literary and
archaeological, such as the sites of the goddess’s most prominent cults in
Eleusis and Lykosoura.
Even though it is often the first point of contact with the broader public,
the influence that modern media has on not just classics but archaeology
as well is easily overlooked. I will argue that the reputation of modern
adaptations as progressive and diverse has resulted in a mainstream distaste
for the more critical and context-based approach of archaeologists. Because
of this, the stereotype of archaeology and classics as outdated, exclusionary
fields has unfortunately re-emerged. In consequence, the progress that has
been made to diversify and modernize these long-lasting fields is undone,
and the direct role archaeologists have in creating these new perspectives
18

on the ancients and their myths erased. This paper examines how the public
perception of archaeology and classics is influenced by the new directions
that this myth’s reception has taken, and how and how long-lasting
misconceptions about these fields persist in mainstream discourse because
of that changing reception.
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CODE OF CONDUCT
The aim of NASTA is to provide a (digital) environment in which students
and more advanced researchers alike can discuss their ideas and thoughts
regarding the subjects of narrative and storytelling.
To ensure that such an environment is safe, pleasant and welcoming we ask
that you:
- Are respectful of each other’s boundaries;
- Don’t interrupt presenters or people during the discussion;
- Refrain from making any derogatory comments, especially any comments
associated rooted in racism, sexism, or religious discrimination.
Any breach of these simple requests will result in a warning, and if reoccurring, banishment from the platform.
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